Year 10 – Maths – Summer 1
Unit 13 – probability
Unit 12 - sampling
No.
12.1

Question

No.

Question

Answer

Example

HIGHER
ONLY

Answer
13.1

What is an outcome?

The result of an experiment

What is stratified sampling?

The data set has the same
representation/proportion as the sample

13.2

What is a sample space?

A table showing all the possible
outcomes of an event

12.2

What is proportional
sampling?

The proportion in the sample is equivalent to
the proportion in the whole

13.3

What is theoretical
probability?

The expected outcome of an
experiment

12.3

What is quantitative data?

Data that can be counted or measured
(Numbers)

13.4

What is relative frequency?

The actual outcome of an
experiment

12.4

What is qualitative data?

Information that describes something
(Letters)

13.5

What does mutually
exclusive mean?

Two events that cannot happen at
the same time

12.5

What is discrete data?

Data that can only take certain values e.g.
number of chairs

13.6

What does ξ mean?

The Universal Set

13.7

What does ∈ mean?

Element of

X

13.8

What does ∉ mean?

Not an Element of

X

13.9

What does ∩ mean?

Intersection (overlap) ‘AND’

13.10

What does U mean?

Union (all together) ‘OR’

13.11

What does ∅ mean?

Empty Set

13.12

How do I write probability
of A?

P(A)

13.13

How do I write probability
of B?

P(B)

12.6
12.7

What is continuous data?

Data that can take any value e.g. height

What is a sample?

A selection taken from a larger group
Unit 14 – combined events

No.
14.1

14.2

14.3

14.4

Question

Answer

What are independent events?

What are conditional events

Two events that do not affect each other,
more specifically the fact that A occurs does
not affect the probability of B occurring e.g.
rolling a 5 on a die AND getting a tail when
flipping a coin
Two events that do affect each other e.g. if I
draw a King from a deck of cards and do not
replace it, the probability of drawing another
King will be decreased

What is the addition rule (“OR”
rule)

P(A) OR P(B) = P(A) + P(B)

What is the product rule
(“AND” rule)

P(A) AND P(B) = P(A) x P(B)

Numbers to learn

22nd Apr

12.1-12.7

29th

12.1-12.7

Apr

6th May

13.1-13.11

13th

May

13.12-13.18

20th

May

14.1-14.4

P  A

P  A

13.14

How do I write probability
of not A?

P(A’)

P  A

13.15

How do I write probability
of not B?

P(B’)

P  A '

P(A ∩ B)

13.17

How do I write probability
of A or B?

P(A ∪ B)

13.18

How do I write probability
of A GIVEN B?

P(A|B)

P  A ' B 

P  A ' B 

P  B '

PA B

P  B '

P  A ' B 

P  A '
P  A ' B 

P  B '

P  B ' 

P  A ' B 

How do I write probability
of A and B?

P B

P B

P  A '

P  A ' 

P B

P B

P  A '

P  A

13.16
Date (week commencing)

X

PA B

P  B '
PA B

PA B

PA B

X

Year 10 – The Knowledge – Science – Chemistry – Summer 1

(a) Exothermic: a reaction that gives out energy to the
surroundings (temperature increases)

(a) This is a measure of how quickly a reactant is used up or a
product is made.

(b) Endothermic: a reaction that takes in energy from the
surroundings (temperature decreases)

(b) This can be measured by:

(c) Energy level diagram (reaction profile) shows the
energy changes taking place in a chemical reaction

(i)

Dividing the amount of reactant used up by the
time taken (g/s)

(ii) Diving the total volume of product (gas) produced
by the time taken (cm3/s)
(iii) Measuring the time taken for the reaction mixture
to change colour/become opaque.
RoR = (1/time taken)

(i) Exothermic reaction

(ii) Endothermic reaction

(e) Activation energy the minimum amount of energy
required for a reaction to take place
(f) In a reaction, chemical bonds are broken and made.
Breaking bonds = require energy = endothermic process
Making bonds = release energy = exothermic process
More energy required than released = endothermic reaction
More energy released than required = exothermic reaction
2.

Cells and Batteries (triple only)

(a) Cell (electrical): contains
chemicals that react
together to release energy.
The voltage of a cell can be
changed by changing the type
of electrode and the type of
electrolyte

(i) Electrode: An electrical
conductor used in a cell
(ii) Electrolyte: A solution
or molten substance that
is broken down during
electrolysis.

(b) Battery: Multiple cells connected together.
(i) Non-rechargeable battery
– stops producing electricity
when one of the reactants has
been used up!

(ii) Rechargeable battery –
the chemical reaction can be
reversed using an external
electrical current so the
battery can be reused.

(c)Fuel Cell: Efficient way of producing electrical energy
where a fuel is oxidised electrochemically to produced a
potential difference (or voltage) (normally hydrogen).
Anode: 2H2 -> 4H+ + 4eCathode: O2 + 4H+ + 4e- 2H2O
+ less stages, less polluting, more efficient

(c) Collision theory: Chemical reactions only occur when the
reacting particles collide with each other with sufficient energy.
The minimum energy required for a reaction is called the
activation energy.
(d) 4 factors affecting rate of reaction:
Temperature –
(i) Hot reaction
(ii) Particles move faster
(iii) Collide more often
(iv) Greater energy
(v) More collisions are
successful
(vi) Faster reaction

Concentration –
(i) Higher concentration
(ii) Particles closer
together
(iii) Collide more often
(iv) More successful
collisions
(v) Faster reaction

- (given enough time) The
lines will meet = both
products will produce the
same amount of product
Surface Area –
Catalyst –
(i) from
Large surface
area
(i) Provides
an alternative
the same
amount
of
(ii) Smaller pieces of
pathway with a lower
solid reactant
activation energy
just
at a
(iii)reactants,
More particles
(ii) More successful
exposed
collisions
(iv)different
More collisions
rate.
(iii) Faster reaction
(v) Faster reaction
(c) Limiting reactant: This is the reactant that is completely
used up in a reaction. It stops the reaction from continuing.

(d) Rates of reaction
graphs:
- Steep line = fast reaction
- Horizontal line = reaction
has stopped (one reactant
has finished)
- (given enough time) The lines will meet = both products will
produce the same amount of product from the same amount
of reactants, just at a different rate.
- Gradient of line = rate of the reaction!

Le Chatelier’s principle – if a system that is in equilibrium is subjected to a
change in conditions, the system will shift to counteract the change.
Exothermic reactions:
Temperature ↑ = Yield ↓
Temperature ↓ = Yield ↑

Endothermic reactions:
Temperature ↑ = Yield ↑
Temperature ↓ = Yield ↓

Gas reactions:
Pressure ↑ = Favours the side that produces least number of gas molecules
Le Cha
Pressure ↓ = Favours the side that produces largest number of gas
molecules

Concentration of reactant/product:
System no longer in equilibrium so favours the reaction which will return to
equilibrium.
E.g. ↑reactant concentration = ↑ products formed
↑ product concentration = ↓ products formed

4. Reversible reactions
(a) Reversible reactions: A reaction that can go forwards and backwards.
A+B

C+D

In a reversible reaction, the reaction will be endothermic in one direction
and exothermic in the other direction.
heat
e.g. Ammonium chloride
ammonia + hydrogen chloride
cold
(b) Equilibrium: When the rate of the forward reaction is equal to the
rate of the backwards reaction.

Measurement

Unit (words)

Unit

Mass

Grams

g

Volume

Centimetres cubed

cm3

Rate

Grams per second

g/s

Rate

Centimetres cubed per
second

Cm3/s

Rate

Moles per second

Mol/s

Concentration

Moles per decimetre
cubed

Mol/dm3

Moles

Mol

Mol

Percentage Yield

Percent

%

Atom Economy

Percent

%

Relative Atomic Mass (Ar)

No unit

No unit

Relative Formula Mass (Mr)

No unit

No unit
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(a) Conservation of Mass: Mass of reactants = mass of products
(b) Relative Atomic Mass (Ar) the mass of one atom e.g. Ar of carbon =
12 (shown in the periodic table)
(c) Relative Formula Mass (Mr) the sum of the relative atomic masses of
all the atoms in a formula e.g. CO2 = 12 + 16 + 16 = 44
(d) Atom economy = how much of the reactant is turned into useful
product.

(a) When a substance dissolves in water, they dissociate (split) into their
individual ions

Hydroxide ions (OH-) = alkaline
Hydrogen ions (H+) = acidic
(b) pH scale is a measure of acidity/alkalinity of a solution

(e) Percentage yield = tells us how much of a product is actually produced
compared to the theoretical yield
Percentage yield (%) =

actual yield

x 100

theoretical yield

(c) Indicators = a dye that changes colour depending on if it is acidic/alkaline
(d) Neutralisation = acid and alkali reacting together to produce a neutral solution

(f) Factors effecting percentage yield are:
- Products being lost during transfer from one container to another
- Not all of the reactants reacting together
- Some of the products escaping as a gas
- Some reactants forming a product with an unexpected substance

Acid + Metal Oxide -> Salt + Water
Acid + Metal Carbonate -> Salt + Water + Carbon Dioxide
Hydrochloric acid -> Chloride Salts
Nitric acid -> Nitrate salts
Sulphuric acid -> Sulphate salts
(e) Strong acids (E.g. HCl) are completely ionised in water
Weak acids (e.g. ethanoic acid) are only partly ionised in water

(a) Calculating yield: Calculate the yield of a product when given the mass
of a reactant
Mass of desired product = Mr of desired product x mass of reactant

(a) Concentration = the amount of a substance in a given volume, normally measured in mol/dm3

Mr of reactant
Moles: A measure of the number of particles in a substance
1 mole = 6.02 x 1023 (This is called the Avogadro Constant)
Ar = Mass of one mole of an element (i.e. six hundred thousand billion
billion atoms of carbon will weigh 12g.)
Moles (Mol) = Mass (g)
Mr
1 mole of gas at room temp takes up a volume of 24dm3
Volume = amount (mol) x 24dm3
(b) Calculating masses of reactants from a balanced equation
1.

Write down balanced symbol equation

2. Work out the Mr of each substance
MassA = MassB x MrA
MrB
3. Use the formula to calculate the mass of substance A.

Concentration of a solution = amount of substance (mol)
(mol/dm3)
volume (dm3)
(b) Titration: An accurate technique to calculate how much acid is needed to neutralise an alkali (or vice versa)
(c) To calculate concentration using results from a titration:
(i) Write a balanced equation
(ii) Calculate the moles in the substance you know (A) (using equation above)
(iii) Calculate concentration of substance you want to find out (B) (using the equation above)

KS4 – The Geography Knowledge – URBAN ISSUES AND CHALLENGES (part 1)
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URBANISATION is the increase in people living in towns and cities. This causes URBAN GROWTH which is the increase in land area covered by cities.
• 1950: >33% of the world’s population lived in urban areas.
• 2015: 55% of the world’s population lived in urban areas.
• 2050: it is predicted 70% of the world’s population will live in urban areas.
WHY?
• Natural increase. If a country has a higher birth rate than death rate, the population will naturally increase. This type of population is often found in stages 2 and 3 of the DTM where there is a high
number of young adults (18-35 years) who are having lots of children and few older people who are dying due to improved healthcare. Therefore urban growth is common in NEEs.
• Rural to urban migration. The movement of people from the countryside to cities. It is caused by push factors (pushing people out of rural areas) and pull factors (pulling people to cities).
PUSH FACTORS
• Farming is hard and poorly paid
• Natural disasters (e.g. floods and earthquakes)
• Use of machinery in farming = less people
needed to word = unemployment
• Dry land in rural areas caused by
desertification = land cannot be farmed
• Fewer doctors, hospitals, schools and
transportation routes

PULL FACTORS
•
•
•
•
•

More highly skilled, better paid jobs
Range of entertainment opportunities
More and better doctors and hospitals
More schools and better education
Better transportation routes/public transport

High rates of urbanisation are leading to the growth of megacities. A megacity is an urban area with over 10 million people living there (e.g. Mumbai in India). There are now 34 megacities in the world, with
more than 65% in LICs and NEEs. More megacities are expected to emerge in Asia and Africa by 2030.
Urban growth is currently occurring faster in LICs and NEEs and slower in HICs because…

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

 As a country develops their economy changes from agriculture (primary) to manufacturing
(secondary) and services (tertiary). This occurs during the industrial revolution. Most of the
secondary and tertiary jobs are in towns and cities. When this occurs, lots of people move from
rural to urban areas = rapid urbanisation.
• HICs went through their industrial revolution a long time ago, whereas LICs and NEEs are going
through their industrial revolution now. As a result more people in LICs and NEEs are currently
moving to urban areas.

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

 LICs and NEEs are in stages 2 and 3 of the demographic transition model. In these stages there is a
high birth rate and lower death rate. As a result more people are being born than are dying = the
population naturally increases. In HICs there is a low death rate and even lower birth rate = the
population is declining.

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

 In NEEs, a lot of economic development is happening (e.g. Brazil, Mexico, China, India). This
means lots of jobs are available in cities = people move to urban areas = urbanisation.

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

 Counter-urbanisation in HICs is more common. People decide to leave cities and live in the
surrounding countryside to get a better quality of life (less pollution, quieter, more space). They
can commute to work due to improved transportation.

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

URBAN GROWTH IN AN LIC or NEE : RIO DE JANEIRO

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

URBAN GROWTH IN THE UK : BRISTOL

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

KS4 – The Geography Knowledge – URBAN ISSUES AND CHALLENGES – RIO (part 2)
RIO DE JANEIRO is located in Guanabara Bay, on the south-east coast of Brazil. It lies next to the
Atlantic Ocean. It is the cultural capital of Brazil and 2nd largest city, with a population of 12.5 million.

It has a growing global importance as an industrial and finance centre. It hosted the 2014 World
Cup, 2016 Olympics and annually the Rio Carnival. Many people have moved to Rio from rural Brazil
and wider countries, including South Korea, China, UK, USA, Portugal (due to shared language),
Argentina and Bolivia.

Urban growth in Rio de Janeiro has created many social and economic opportunities:
Opportunity

Urban growth in Rio has also created many social, economic & environmental challenges
Challenge

Evidence in Rio

Lack of healthcare

In 2013 only 55% of the city had a local family health clinic.

Lack of education

Not enough schools, teachers or funding for education.

Lack of water supply

Around 12% of Rio does not have access to running water.

Lack of energy

Due to illegal tapping onto electricity lines = blackouts.

Unemployment and
informal sector jobs

Many people are unemployed or work in the informal sector (e.g. street
vendor), which are poorly paid, no contract, no taxes paid.

Air pollution

caused by too many cars and growth of factories = 5000 deaths per year.

Water pollution

caused by sewage running into rivers (200 tonnes/day) and industrial
waste from factories and oil spills.

Waste pollution

a lack of waste disposal = rubbish on streets.

Evidence in Rio

Jobs with higher
wages (tertiary)

• Rio provides >6% of all jobs in Brazil.
• Rio is home to many manufacturing industries, (pharmaceuticals, clothing,
furniture and processed foods) and service industries (banking, insurance).
• As Rio grows there are many jobs in construction

Economic
growth

• The growth of urban industrial areas can increase economic development. It
will attract businesses to the area.

Better access to
education

• Rio provide grants to poor families to encourage children to attend school.
• Rio have many volunteers who help in schools.
• There are adult classes to help adults gain skills = better jobs

Better access to
services

• Rio has a new nuclear generator and hydro-electric power station = more
energy produced.
• 60km of new electricity lines = better access to energy
• By 2014, 95% of Rio had access to a mains water supply. This was due to 7
new water treatment plants and 300km of new water pipes being laid.
• 12 new sewage works have been built and 5km of sewage pipes installed in
badly polluted areas.

Better access to
healthcare

• Some areas in Brazil (Barra de Tijuna) have a life expectancy of 80 years old.
Brazil (as a country) has an average life expectancy of 63 years.
• Medical staff go into favelas and offer emergency medication to people’s
homes.

Jobs

5

More
entertainment

• One of the world’s top tourist destinations - The Statue of Christ the
Redeemer, stunning natural surroundings and entertainment.

More transport
options

• It has two major airports and five shipping ports
• Public transport, toll roads and one way systems to control traffic

These are illegal settlements on the outskirts of cities where people have
built homes on land they do not own. Characteristics:
• Poorly built homes using basic materials
• Houses built on steep slopes = landslides (e.g. 2010: 224 killed and
13,000 lost their homes) and limited road access
Creation of squatter
• 30% no electricity, 50% no sewage system and 12% no running water.
settlements (favelas)
• 20% are unemployed. Those who are, are employed in informal sector
• Drug gangs are common & police is rare (murder rate is 20 per 1000ppl)
• Infant mortality rate: 50 per 1000 people due to high population
densities (37,000 per km²), lack of waste disposal, spread of disease and
lack of health care.
URBAN PLANNING: improving quality of life in favelas.
Favela Bairro Project is a site and service scheme that improves quality of life in Complexo de Alemao
(favela in north Rio).
• Roads have been improved and paved
• Improved access to water pipes and sanitation
• Hillsides strengthened to prevent landslides
• New healthcare, leisure and education facilities
• Cable car has been installed that connects favela to centre of Ipanema (central Rio). Favela
residents given free return daily ticket.
• 100% mortgages provided for locals to buy homes
• A Pacifying Police Unit (UPP) was set up = less crime
Successful because: access/mobility is better = access to jobs in city centre, improved healthcare,
education, access to services, 100% mortgages = more people can buy homes, less crime, fewer
landslides.
Unsuccessful because: new infrastructure not maintained and residents did not have skills to fix it, area
improved = increase in demand to live there = increase in rent = poorest had to move, budget of US$1
billion could not help all favelas.

Year 10 History Knowledge: Summer 1– Weimar and Nazi Germany : Topic 1 The Weimar Republic 1918-29

Year 10 – The RE Knowledge - Christianity Beliefs and teachings

Agape

Christian love

Anglican

A worldwide denomination that includes the
Church of England
A statement of belief from the Early Church

Apostles
Creed
Ascension
Atonemen
t
Baptism
Believer’s
baptism
Catechism
of Catholic
Church

CAFOD
Christian
aid
Church
army
Church of
England
Confirmati
on
Corrymeel
a
Crucifixion
Ecumenica

Eucharist/M
ass/ Holy
communion
Evangelism

Holy land

Preaching of the faith in order to convert people to
that religion
Charity groups collecting donated food to distribute
to the poor in Britain
Christians who take the Bible literally e.g. word for
word true
The deliberate and indiscriminate killing of a group of
people
Unconditional love that God shows to people who do
not deserve it
Names of the books about the life of Jesus, Matthew,
Mark, Luke and John
Land of Israel

Infant
baptism
Incarnation

Ceremony to welcome a child into the Christian
religion
God in human form

Iona

Island in Scotland, used as a religious retreat

Liturgical
worship
Lord’s prayer

Church service with a set structure of worship

Lourdes
Messiah

Town in France where the Virgin Mary appeared,
place of pilgrimage
Anointed one who is seen as saviour by Christians

Methodist

Protestant Christian group

Food banks
40th

Jesus being taken up to heaven on the
day
after Easter
The action of making amends for wrong doing.
Being at one with god
Ceremony to welcome a person into the
Christian religion
Ceremony to welcome young person/adult into
Christian religion using full immersion
A summary of Roman catholic teaching

A charity, Catholic agency for Overseas
development
A charity working in the developing world,
providing long term and emergency aid
An evangelistic organisation founded within the
church of England
Protestant church set up by Henry V111-church
of state in England, rejects papal authority
Initiation ceremony carried out by a bishop
bestowing the gift of the holy spirit
Christian community in N.Ireland, promoting
peace and tolerance
Capital punishment used by Romans, nailing
someone to a cross to kill them
Relating to worldwide Christian church

Christian ceremony to recall the last supper, bread
and wine consecrated and consumed

Fundamenta
list
Genocide
Grace

Gospel

The prayer Jesus taught his disciples to show them
how to pray
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Miracles
Mission
Nicene Creed
Non-liturgical
worship
Omnipotent

Oneness of
God
Ordination

Events that have no scientific explanation,
performed by Jesus in the gospels
Organised effort to spread the Christian
message
A statement of belief used in Christian
services
Informal structure found in some Church
services
Idea that God is all powerful

Salvation

Saving of the soul from sin

Sanhedrin

The ruling council of the Jews in Israel

Secular

Relating to worldly as opposed to religious
things
A man who taught the teachings of Jesusoriginally Saul of Tarsus before his
conversion
Christian organisation of people working
on the city streets at night caring for
people who need help or involved in antisocial behaviour
Christian charity working to relieve poverty
in developing countries
Change in the bread and wine to become
the body and blood of Christ
Belief in God the father, God the son and
God the holy spirit

St Paul

Street Pastors

The idea that God is ‘one’
The process by which someone becomes a
priest
A branch of the Christian church

Tearfund

Penitence

To feel regret for ones sins

Trinity

Protestant

Branch of the Christian church that broke
away from the Roman Catholic church
Society of Friends Christian group

Orthodox church

Quakers
Reconciliation
Resurrection
Roman catholic
Rosary
Sacrament

The process of making people in conflict
friendly again
The physical return of Jesus on the third
day after he died
The largest Christian group, based in Rome,
Pope as its leader
Set of beads used to count prayers
especially in the Roman Catholic Church
Outward and visible sign of an inward and

Transubstantiat
ion
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Les jobs
l'agent de police
le/la boucher(-chère)
le/la boulanger(-gère)
le/la facteur(-trice)
le/la coiffeur(-euse)
le/la fermier(-ière)
l'infirmier(-ière)
le/la policier(-ière)
l'informaticien(ne)
l'ingénieur(e)
le/la maçon(ne)
le/la mécanicien(ne)
le/la plombier(-ière)
le/la vétérinaire
l'avocat [m]
le comptable
le débouché
le dessinateur de mode
disponible
l'entreprise [f]
l'entretien [m]
l'interprète [m]

Policeman
butcher
baker
postman
hairdresser
farmer
nurse
policeman
IT worker
engineer
builder
mechanic
plumber
vet
lawyer
accountant
(job) prospect
fashion designer
available
firm; enterprise
interview
interpreter

Le futur
l'avenir [m]
l'idée [f]
le rêve
le/la candidat(e)
espérer
rêver
compter sur
compter
aller à l’université
faire un apprentissage
un stage

Les relations

Au boulot

future
idea
dream
candidate
to hope
to dream
to count on
to count
to go to university
to do apprenticeship
work experience

le boulot
le petit job
l'employeur [m]
le/la patron(ne)
l'employé(e)
varié
gagner
recevoir
la livre (Sterling)
mettre de l'argent de côté
économiser

job
part-time job
employer
boss
employee
varied
to earn; to win
to receive
pound
to save money
to save

Avoir des projets

l'amour [m]
le/la partenaire idéal(e)
Le/ la petit(e) ami(e)
les rapports [m]
le/la partenaire
refuser
hésiter
le mari
marié(e)
la femme
séparé(e)
religieux(-euse)

love
ideal partner
boy / girlfriend
relationships
partner
to refuse
to hesitate
husband
married
woman; wife
Separated
religious

fiancé(e)

engaged

l'alliance [f]

wedding ring

les noces [f]

wedding

l'année sabbatique[f]

gap year

l'apprenti(e)

apprentice

la liberté

freedom

avoir envie de

to want to

avoir l'intention (de)

to intend (to)

embrasser

to kiss

laisser tomber

to drop

fêter

to celebrate

se séparer

to separate

Point de grammaire
devenir
être
gagner
économiser
aller
faire
prendre
(se) marier

to become
to be
to earn
to save
to go
to do
to take
to get married

épouser

to marry

s’entendre avec

to get on with

tomber amoureux de

to fall in love with

I would like to become a policeman/woman
______________________
I (have) earned ten pounds
______________________
I am going to go to University
______________________
I will be a an engineer
______________________
Would you like to take a gap year
______________________
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Los trabajos

el/la carpintero/a

joiner; carpenter

el ejército

army

el cartero

postman

el sueldo

wages; salary

el/la contable

accountant

la expectativa

hope; prospect

el/la gerente

manager

el/la encargado/a

person in charge

encargarse (de)

to be in charge of

estar en huelga

to be on strike

probar

to have a go; to try

rellenar

to fill in

solicitar

to apply

el/la policía

police officer

el camarero

waiter

el/la dependiente/a

shop assistant

el/la escritor/a

writer

el/la ingeniero/a

engineer

el título

university degree

el/la jardinero/a

gardener

el objetivo

aim; objective

el militar

serviceman; soldier

pronto

ready

el/la obrero/a

workman

obtener

to get; to obtain

el/la panadero/a

baker

llegar a ser

to become

el/la peluquero/a

hairdresser

triunfar

to triumph

a pareja

el/la periodista

journalist

encontrar

to find

el anillo

ring

el ama de casa

housewife

calificado

qualified

el compromiso

engagement

el/la pintor/a

painter; artist

útil

useful

la boda

wedding

el/la soldado

soldier

los conocimientos

knowledge

el/la traductor/a

translator

el esposo

husband; spouse

conseguir

to get; to achieve

el/la veterinario/a

veterinary surgeon

el estado civil

marital status

la entrevista

interview

dejar

to leave

la confianza

trust

la cita

appointment

esperar

to hope; to expect

confiar

to trust

laboral

working

tomar un año libre/sabático

to take a gap year

comprometerse

to get engaged

las horas de trabajo flexibles

flexitime

a tiempo completo

full time

relacionarse con

to make contact with; to get along

el comercio

commerce; trade

a tiempo parcial

part time

el maltrato

mistreatment / abuse

el paro

unemployment

el aprendiz

apprentice

maltratar

to mistreat

parado

unemployed

el aprendizaje

apprenticeship

disculpar(se)

to apologise

estar en paro

to be unemployed

la carrera

career

aguantar

to bear; to put up with

el/la cajero/a

bank teller/ cashier

el comienzo

beginning

tratarse de/con

to treat each other

el/la carnicero/a

butcher

la experiencia laboral

work experience

acordar

to agree on

el/la cocinero/a

cook

el empleo

job; employment

acoger

to receive; to welcome

el/la comerciante

shop owner

aconsejar

to advise

employee; worker

executive

el empleado

el/la ejecutivo/a
el/la electricista

electrician

el trabajador

worker

el/la enfermero/a

nurse

la empresa

company

el hombre de negocios

businessman

el jefe

boss

el periodismo

journalism

el/la abogado/a

lawyer; solicitor

el contrato

contract

el/la albañil

builder

el teletrabajo

working from home

el/la azafata

flight attendant

trabajar

to work

el/la bombero/a

firefighter

el/la camionero/a

lorry driver

ganar

to earn

la solicitud

(job) application

el/la granjero/a

farmer

Al trabajo

Las relaciónes
couple; partner

soltero

single; unmarried

solo

alone

encontrar(se)

to meet with someone

conocer

to know; to get to know

llevarse bien con

to get on well with (someone)

el compañero

friend; mate

el / la novio / a

boyfriend / girlfriend

el beso

kiss

besar

to kiss

echar de menos

to miss someone

Year 10 Summer 2 – Exam Themed Project ‘Reflection’

Year 10 Summer 1 – Exam Themed Project ‘Reflection’

FRENCH: Free Time Activities, Film: Amelie
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Aller au cinéma

To go to the cinema

Regarder un film

To watch a film

Le film d’amour

Love film

La comédie

Comedy

Tomber amoureux/euse avec

To fall in love with

Faire des ricochets

To skim stones

Ancien(ne)

Old/previous

Médecin

Doctor

Instituteur/trice

Primary School teacher

Serveur/euse

Waitress

Épicier/ière

Grocer

Se moquer de (quelquun)

To make fun of (someone)

Nettoyer

To clean

Ranger

To tidy

Une maladie cardiaque

A heart defect/illness

Un appareil-photo

A camera

Un moulin

A windmill

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

28
29
30
31
32
33
34

L’homme de verre

The ‘glass man’

Amelie adore les petits plaisirs

Amelie loves small/simple
pleasures

Un conte (de fées)

A tale (a fairy tale)

Une histoire

A story

Une vedette

A star/lead actor

Les personnages

The characters

Un prince charmant

A prince charming

Peur(s)

Fear(s)

Bonheur

Happiness

Tuer

To kill

Rêver

To dream

Le cafouillage

The troubles/mess/shambles

Fantasque

Fanciful; whimsical

Isolé(e)

Lonely

Un nain de jardin

A garden gnome

Les photomatons

Photo booth (photos)

Bouleverser

To completely change

Year 10 - The Music Knowledge – Summer 1

Instrumentation & Melody

Q

Topic

Instrumentation

Q

Topic

melody

1

What is the instrumentation of
Baroque Music?

1.Small Orchestra 2.Harpsichord 3.Mostly
Strings 4. Flute, Oboe

15

What is the melody of
Baroque Music?

1.Stepwise 2.ornamented
3.sequence 4.imitation

2

What is the instrumentation of
Classical Music?

1.Medium Orchestra 2. Mostly Strings 3.
Solo Piano 4. French Horn, Clarinet, Flute,
Brass

16

What is the melody of
Classical Music?

1.Stepwise 2.ornamented
3.sequence 4.imitation 5.balanced
phrasing 6. question and answer

What is the instrumentation of
Romantic Music?

1,Large Orchestra 2.Strings, Brass,
Percussion,Woodwind 3.Piccolo, tuba,
timpani, triangle, cymbals

17

What is the melody of
Romantic Music?

1.Stepwise 2. wide range 3.chromatic
4. Virtuosic 5.glissando

What is the instrumentation of
Indian Classical Music?

1.Sitar 2.Flute 3.Tambura 4.Tabla

18

What is the melody of
Indian Classical Music?

What is the instrumentation of
Bhangra?

1.Dhol 2.Tumbi 3.Synthesiser 4.Drum
Machine

1.Stepwise 2.ornamented 3.based on
raga 4.pitch bend 5.slide
6.improvised 7. fast runs

19

What is the melody of
Bhangra?

1.Narrow range 2. repeating patterns
3. repeating notes

3

4

5

6

What is the instrumentation of
Calypso?

1.Steel Pans 2.Bongo/Conga 3.Guitar
4.Bass Guitar 5.Clave

7

What is the instrumentation of
African Drumming?

1.Djembe 2.Aagogo 3.Shaker 4.Talking
Drum 5.Dun dun

20

What is the melody of
Calypso?

1.Repeating patterns 2. rolls
3.stepwise

8

What is the instrumentation of
Samba

1.Surdo 2.Repinique 3.Agogo 4.Caixa
4.tamnourim 5.ganza

21

What is the melody of
African Drumming?

1.Repeating patterns 2. rolls
3.stepwise

9

What is the instrumentation of
Rock ‘n’ Roll?

1.Piano 2.guitar 3.douvble bass
4.harmonica 5.saxophone

23

What is the melody of
Rock ‘n’ Roll?

What is the instrumentation of
Rock Anthems?

1.Amplified 2.Electric Guitar 3.Bass Guitar
4.Synthesiser

1.Repeating patterns 2. repeating
notes 3. fast notes 4. improvisation
5.narrow range

24

11

What is the instrumentation of
Pop Ballads?

1.Piano 2.Strings 3. Bass Guitar 4. Guitar
4.Drum Kit

What is the melody of
Rock Anthems?

1.Repeating patterns 2. repeating
notes 3. fast notes 4. improvisation
5.narrow range 6.shouting

12

What is the instrumentation of
the Orchestra?

1.Strings 2.Brass 3.Woodwind 4.Percussion

25

What is the melody of
Pop Ballads?

1. Stepwise 2.repeating patterns
3.wide range 4.sustained notes

13

What technology is used in Pop
Music?

1.Delay 2.Echo 3.Reverb 4.Synthesiser

26

3 types of piano chord?

1.Broken 2.Block 3.Sustained

What vocal techniques
can singers use in Pop
Songs?

1. Melisma 2.slide 3.falsetto 4. rap
3.shouting style 4.backing singers
5.wide/narrow range

10

14

Year 10 – Summer (1) – New and emerging technologies
Production techniques and systems

1.

Define technology
push.

Technology developments to create new
and exciting products.

1.

What does PDM
stand for?

Product Data Management

2.

Define market
pull.

Consumer demand as driving force for a
new product.

2.

What does CAM
stand for?

Computer Aided Manufacture

Flexible, strong and conductive
material.

3.

What does FMS
stand for?

Flexible manufacturing systems

3.

Name three
properties of
Graphene.

4.

Define ‘Lean
manufacturing’.

Eliminating waste in manufacture.

Define ‘Upskilled’.

People being trained for jobs with higher
value.

5.

Define ‘Just In
Time’.

Product is made when a customer
demands it.

2D Design or Google sketch up.

Computer Aided Design

4.

Week 3

Weeks 1&2

People, culture and society

Define
‘automation’.

Using control systems to operate
equipment – machinery in factories.

6.

What is a ‘Target
Group?’

A user’s needs or preferences are
considered when making a product.

6.

Name one CAD
software we can
use.

7.

What does CNC
stand for?

Computer Numerical Control.

7.

What does CAD
stand for?

.

.

5.

Week 4

Informing design decisions

1.

Define ‘Planned Obsolescence’.

Deliberately designing the lifecycle of a product to be short.

2.

Define ‘Design for maintenance’.

Products designed to be repaired – using specialist tools.

3.

• Appropriately engineered quality

4.

• Upgrading and function

.

5.

To be successful designers, we must consider
these FIVE important factors;

• New technologies (technology push)

6.

• Fashion and trends

7.

• To keep market share

